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Morocco's economy strengthened over the past year, yet the growth is not nearly as good as it was during 2008 and 2009. To what extent do you feel this is due to external circumstances?

Not necessarily, but the new government led by the moderate Islamic Party is not yet clear about its strategy in respect of some sectors such as international tourism development for example.

How well prepared is Morocco for weakened growth?

There are plenty of potential high yield projects which are to be financed by international private and public funds. The renewable energy strategy is for example a great challenge for the Moroccan economy for the coming 20 years in order to reach a form of energy independence.

What are the major challenges facing entrepreneurs in your country?

Fair financing and tax incentives together with an equitable justice system are the most important challenges to be faced in Morocco.

What makes Morocco an attractive destination for foreign direct investment? Could more be done to attract this all-important capital?

The economy potentialities which could easily be considered until 2030. Administrative procedures should be dramatically reduced and the Moroccan currency should become totally convertible. Those two options would multiply foreign investment in capital.

What measures could the government enact to speed up economic activity in Morocco? Do you feel that they have the will or ability to implement these measures?

A new simple and clear investment charter and nationwide training for new entrepreneurs having access to international languages and new IT systems. The will is certain but the ability is another challenge because there are still some battles against the weak education system and the dominant position of some important economic groups.